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Summary

This thesis presents a lifetime-aware scheme for routing considering dynamic

grooming for WDM mesh networks, which is adaptive to the lifetime of traffic

flows and resource utilization on the virtual topology. Although routing and

grooming sound to be independent, they are actually closely related partic-

ularly at the virtual topology. In this scheme, routing decision is combined

with dynamic grooming policy adaptive to resource utilization at virtual

topology with the objective to minimize the blocking probability of connec-

tion requests. Paths are selected among a candidate set of paths chosen

by the grooming policy and utilization of some resources is referred as con-

straints. Moreover, since lightpath is logical link in virtual topology, in the

case of multiple lightpaths existing between a node pair, grooming policy can

help routing algorithm to choose one logical link from multiple logical links

connecting the same node pair.

As suggested in the scheme, grooming policy and routing decision can

take lifetime of traffic session into account. A lot of research work shows

that although the “long-lived” flows just occupy a very small ratio of all the

traffic flows in the Internet, they account for a high proportion of packets

(bytes) on a link. Viewing this, we conduct grooming and routing considering

this traffic characteristic by classifying flows as short-lived and long-lived.

v



Summary vi

Thus, different services are provided to these flows to produce better resource

utilization.

Simulation results show that the proposed scheme is adaptive to dy-

namic network states and can get better usage of resources. As a result,

lower blocking probability and higher wavelength utilization are achieved as

compared to some benchmark schemes.

Keywords: Dynamic Grooming, Resource Utilization, Traffic Lifetime, WDM

Mesh Network
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 WDM Networks

As the explosive growth of Internet traffic, current traffic patterns are much

more abundant than before, which include high bandwidth applications such

as multimedia, video conferencing, medical imaging and supercomputer vi-

sualization. As a result, the need for very high speed networks (Tb/s) raises

greatly. Optical network implemented using wavelength-division multiplex-

ing (WDM) techniques, called wavelength-routed optical network (WDM net-

work), has emerged as an efficient technology for exploiting the huge band-

width capacity inherent in optical fibers. A single fiber strand has the po-

tential bandwidth of 50 THz. Using WDM, the bandwidth can be divided

into multiple non-overlapping frequencies or wavelength channels. The idea

is to transmit data simultaneously on different channels over the same fiber.

Each WDM channel can be operated at any possible speed, e.g., peak elec-

1
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tronic speed of a few gigabits per second (Gbps). Currently, bit rates are

usually 2.5Gb/s or 10 Gb/s on each channel and higher speed can be achieved

commercially in the near future.

In the recent years, it has been realized that optical networks are capa-

ble of providing more functions than just point-to-point networks. Thanks to

the rapid advances in optical components, some of the switching and rout-

ing functions that have been performed by electronics before can now be

performed in the optical part of the networks, which, has enabled the tran-

sition from point-to-point WDM links to all-optical networking. The key

network components in optical networks are optical line terminals (LTs),

optical add/drop multiplexers (OADMs) and optical crossconnects (OXCs).

The corresponding elements in WDM networks are optical line terminals

(LTs), wavelength add/drop multiplexers (WADMs) and wavelength cross-

connects (WXCs). A LT multiplexes multiple wavelengths (say W ) into a

single fiber and demultiplexes a set of wavelengths (W ) on a single fiber

into separate fibers. Such a LT is deployed at either end of a point-to-point

link and requires W transponders or W wavelength ports (transmitters and

receivers). WXCs take in signals at multiple wavelengths and selectively

drop some wavelengths locally, while allowing others bypassing optically (no

optical-electric-optical conversion) between a fixed input fiber and output

fiber. A WXC essentially performs similarly as a WADM while the former

can additionally switch a wavelength possibly from any input fiber to any

output fiber. As shown in Figure 1.1, a WDM wavelength-routed network

consists of multiple WXCs connected by a set of fiber links to form a mesh
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topology [1].

WDM Wavelength-routed Network

IP
Network

IP
Network

IP
Network

IP
Network

Figure 1.1: Illustration of a Wavelength-Routed Networks

The concept of wavelength routing is the basis for future all-optical

wide-area WDM networks. The services that a wavelength-routed network

provides to its client subnetworks are in the form of virtual or logical topol-

ogy implemented by wavelength channels called lightpaths. A lightpath is

uniquely identified by a physical route and a set of wavelengths without

optical-electric-optical (o-e-o) conversion or buffering at intermediate nodes.

A wavelength-routed networks is also referred to as an all-optical network.

It provides a “circuit-switched” interconnection between two nodes on the

physical fiber network topology. Different lightpaths in a wavelength-routed

network can use the same wavelength as long as they do not share any com-

mon link. Thus, wavelengths can be reused spatially in different parts of the
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network. There are two types of all-optical networks, namely, wavelength-

routed networks with wavelength conversion and wavelength-routed networks

without wavelength conversion. In a wavelength-routed network without

wavelength conversion, a lightpath can be established only if the same wave-

length is available on every hop between the source and destination nodes.

This is the wavelength continuity constraint. This constraint may be relaxed

if a switching/routing node is equipped with wavelength-converter facility.

Wavelength converter is a single input/output device that converts the

wavelength of an optical signal arriving at its input port to a different wave-

length when the signal departs from its output port. Wavelength conversion

allows a lightpath to use different wavelengths on different links along the

path. Some levels of wavelength conversion capability are possible. A WXC

with full wavelength conversion capability can convert any input wavelength

to any other wavelength at the output port. Limited wavelength conver-

sion capability implies that each input wavelength can be converted to any

of a specified set of wavelengths. Fixed wavelength conversion is applied

to convert one wavelength to exactly another wavelength. Degree of wave-

length conversion (D) refers to that one wavelength can be converted to

any of D wavelengths. Wavelength conversion makes more efficient use of

wavelengths, resulting in better network performance. However, converter is

expensive and the use of converters increases network cost and complexity of

operation. Sparse conversion networks can be constructed if the wavelength

conversion capability is available in a relatively small fraction of nodes. For

a multi-fiber WDM network, a bundle of F fibers may exist on a single link
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using space-division-multiplexing and each fiber may carries W wavelengths.

In this network, wavelength continuity constraint is overcome to a certain ex-

tent because it is equivalent to a single-fiber network with each fiber carrying

F ∗W wavelengths and each node having wavelength conversion capability

of degree F .

A WDM wavelength-routed network can be viewed as a two-layer in-

frastructure. The lower layer is physical topology and the upper layer is

virtual/logical topology [2]. A physical topology is a graph representing the

physical interconnection of the wavelength-routed nodes by means of fiber-

optic cables. A logical topology is a directed graph that results when the set

of lightpaths over the physical network create a logical (or virtual) topology

among the nodes (as shown in Figure 1.2). Its set of nodes is the same as the

physical topology and its edges, also called logical links, are the lightpaths [2].

When making routing decision for such a WDM wavelength-routed network,

connection requests usually only take the virtual topology into consideration

without knowing of how the physical layer is constructed.

1.2 Integration Strategies for IP Over WDM

As WDM technology has dramatically enhanced the capacity of fiber links,

electronic switching in network layer becomes the main bottleneck opposed

to bandwidth. The trend for the core network is to be simpler and faster.

As a result, the efficient interworking of higher layer protocols, most notably

IP, over WDM networks is a key issue.
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OXC

OXC

OXC

OXC

OXC

OXC

OXC

OXC

OXC

OXC

OXC

OXC

Physical
Topolgy

Virtual/Logical

Topolgy

04

13

Fiber Link

Wavelength 0

Wavelength 1

04

13

(a) Physical Topology (b) Virtual Topology

Lightpath

(c)  A WDM wavelength-routed network can be viewed as a two-layer infrastructure

Figure 1.2: Illustrative Example of Virtual Topology

An optical control framework is necessary for close integration between

physical networks and higher-layer networking protocols such as IP. Until

recently, most studies on optical interworking have focused on the “optical-

layering” approach, which means to develop a special layer between the physi-
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cal layer and the higher layer to construct a framework for operations, admin-

istration, management and provisioning [3]. This approach can provide basic

functions such as lightpath channel routing and maintenance, network sur-

vivability capability, fault detection/localization and addressing issues as well

[4]. However, since an additional layer can add cost and complexity for oper-

ation, a novel approach for direct integration of IP and physical layer is intro-

duced as generalized multiple protocol label switching (GMPLS) [5]. This

approach generalizes the use of multiple protocol label switching (MPLS)

[6] concept to incorporate optical lightpath channels. The two frameworks

of optical-layering and GMPLS are compared in [4] and are illustrated in

Figure 1.3.

Physical Layer

Optical Layer

SONET

ATM

IP/MPLS

Optical Layer

SONET

IP/MPLS

Optical Layer

IP/MPLS

Frame Monitoring

IP/MPLS

IP/ATM/SONET approach, 

IP/PPP into AAL5 over SONET, 

most framing overhead incurred, 

four management layers

Packet -over -SONET (POS) 

approach. IP/PPP/HDLC into 

SONET framing (RFC 1619), 

three management layers

Current IP -over -WDM approach. 

IP/PPP/HDLC packets directly over 

optical  lightpaths . Major framing and 

fault-recovery concerns for optical 

adaptation layer if SONET replaced. 

Still two management layers.

Direct  “lambda -labeling ”MPLS -based approach. 

For carrier -class reliability, a optional 

framing/monitoring  “sublayer ” can be used for fault -

detection/location. All provisioning/survivability 

actions are taken by MPLS, however, For less 

stringent requirements, more direct framing w/o 

monitoring can be used (e.g. gigabit Ethernet)

Optical Adaptation Layer will manage WDM channel 

setup/takedown and provide some level of 

protection/restoration. Additionally, this layer my likely 

introduce another framing function to replace SONET -

type framing

Physical optical layer performs functions 

such as optical amplification, wavelength 

switching and conversion, add/drop, O -E-O 

conversion, etc.

Figure 1.3: Integration schemes for IP over WDM, optical-layering and
GMPLS approaches

In this thesis, optical layering approach is assumed as the integration

strategy for IP over WDM networks. In this approach, WDM networks can
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be viewed as a two-layer framework consisting of physical topology (on the

physical layer) and virtual topology (on the optical layer) that is composed of

multiple lightpaths. In WDM networks, when a connection request arrives,

the routing process is first implemented to find paths on the virtual topol-

ogy. Then, the grooming policy, which refers to the operation of aggregating

multiple low-speed flows onto high-capacity WDM channels or lightpaths [7],

is applied to groom the traffic from the request to existing lightpaths. If no

existing lightpath is available to accommodate the request, routing and wave-

length assignment (RWA) algorithm is used to establish a new lightpath on

the physical topology according to some network constraints. Consequently

the virtual topology is updated and the routing process can proceed to select

routes to meet the request. This work flow is illustrated in Figure 1.4.

Routing

Connection Requests

Grooming Policy

Data
Transfering

OK

RWA

N/A

VT Updatation

1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 1.4: Work flow of packet routing on a WDM Network: (1)
Requests arrive. (2) Grooming policies are applied for routing deci-
sion. (3) If grooming is successful, begin data transmission. (4) If no
enough existing lightpath available, using routing and wavelength as-
signment(RWA) algorithm to setup new lightpaths. (5) Virtual topol-
ogy is updated. (6) Routing decision is made again according to the
updated virtual topology
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1.3 Literature Review

1.3.1 Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA)

As mentioned above, in WDM networks, lightpaths can provide direct con-

nection channels between non-adjacent nodes. It is generally desirable to

establish lightpaths between every pair of nodes. However, some physical

constraints, such as wavelength channel spacing in fiber links and limited

number and tunability of optical transceivers, limit the total number of us-

able channels, resulting in that the number of wavelengths available on each

fiber link limits the number of end-to-end connections [8]. Given the wave-

length continuity constraint and the distinct wavelength constraint that all

lightpaths using the same fiber link must be allocated distinct wavelength, it

is necessary to determine both the routes over which these lightpaths should

be established and the wavelengths that should be assigned to these light-

paths on the physical topology. This problem is known as the routing and

wavelength assignment (RWA) problem. The RWA problem can be classi-

fied into two types according to the traffic assumptions [8]: 1) the static

RWA problem, wherein a set of connection requests are known in advance.

The objective of static RWA is to establish lightpaths for these requests us-

ing minimum network resources such as the number of wavelengths and the

number of fibers. Alternatively, the objective is to maximize the number of

lightpaths given a limited number of wavelengths per link. 2) the dynamic

RWA problem wherein the connection requests arrive to and depart from the

network in a random manner. The target of dynamic RWA is to minimize
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the blocking probability of the network.

RWA problem is a dual problem and is typically partitioned into the

lightpath routing sub-problem and the wavelength selection sub-problem.

While the former is to determine the physical links for the lightpaths, the

latter is to assign wavelengths to these lighitpaths. Although attempting to

solve the subproblems and combining the solutions may result in a subopti-

mal solution or even no solution to the RWA problem, this is a commonly

used approach, since exact solution of RWA may not be possible due to the

fact that the two subproblem are both NP-hard.

Lightpath Routing

The solutions for lightpath routing can be classified into three types [9]: fixed

routing, alternate routing and exhausted routing. Fixed routing provides one

route for a node-pair which is pre-determined and fixed. It is simple but may

have poor performance. In alternate routing, a number of routes are pre-

computed for a node-pair, so that flows can search the routes one by one to

choose paths. Usually, performance increases when the number of alternative

routes increases. In exhausted routing, the network is represented as a graph

and a shortest path algorithm is used. The best path is selected from all

possible routes. Algorithms belonging to this class generally have better

performance than the previous two solutions.

The solutions can be further divided into two components 1) search and

2) selection functions [8]. The search function is usually performed by the

shortest-path algorithm and its variations (e.g. weighted shortest path and
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k-shortest path [8]. The selection functions can be performed on the basis

of search rules. Some typical search rules are random scheme, probability

schemes, longest-path-first and shortest-path first. [10][11][12][13] are exam-

ples of shortest-path-searching algorithms without selection functions.

Wavelength Assignment

Similar to RWA, wavelength assignment algorithms can be either static for

static lightpath establishment problem (SLE) or dynamic for dynamic light-

path establishment problem (DLE) [9].

For static wavelength assignment (WA), it is assumed that lightpaths

and their routes are known in advance and different lightpaths are assigned

different wavelengths on any given fiber link. The static WA can be solved

by formulating the problem as either integer linear problem (ILP) or sequen-

tial graph-coloring problem [8]. In addition, some heuristic algorithms are

studied, e.g. largest-first and smallest-last algorithms [14]. These two al-

gorithms are based on node degree which is defined as the number of links

connected to the node in an undirected graph. Given the lightpaths and

their routes, a graph G(V, E) is constructed such that each lightpath is rep-

resented by a node in graph G. In the largest-first approach, the vertices

V (G) = v1, v2, ..., vn are ordered such that degree(Vi) ≥ degree(Vi+1), for

i = 1, 2, 3, ..., n− 1, where n is the number of nodes in the graph G. At each

step, the nodes with highest degree are assigned a color and the correspond-

ing links are deleted, thus reducing the degree of adjacent nodes. As a result,

at each step, the degree of some nodes decreases. This ensures that minimum
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number of colors is used to color the graph. In smallest last approach, the ver-

tices V (G) = v1, v2, ..., vn are ordered such that degree(Vi) ≤ degree(Vi+1).

Dynamic WA also assumes that a fixed number of wavelengths exists

for allocation. However, unlike static WA, dynamic WA does not require the

route of each lightpath to be known a priori. As a consequence, the objective

of dynamic WA is to minimize connection blocking probability for establish-

ing lightpaths. Some known heuristic algorithms for dynamic WA include:

Random-Fit (RF), First-Fit (FF), Least-Used (LU), Most-Used (MU), Min-

Product (MP), Least-Loaded (LL), Max-Sum (MS), Relative Capacity Loss

(RCL) and etc [14]. Among these algorithms, random-fit and least-used aim

to balance the traffic load on each wavelength. LU can be viewed as the ex-

treme application of RF. Using RF, a wavelength is randomly selected with

uniform probability distribution from a set of available wavelengths. And

using LU, a wavelength that has been used the least is selected for a con-

nection. As for fairness, LU can be regarded as the fairest case of RF. In

the first-fit scheme, wavelengths on each fiber link are numbered. The lowest

numbered wavelength is selected to establish a new lightpath. Furthering

the idea of FF is the MU scheme in packing the use of wavelengths. It se-

lect the most-used wavelength for the next assignment. In max-sum scheme,

all possible paths are considered and the aim is to maximize the remaining

path capacities after lightpath establishment. Traffic matrix is assumed to

be known in advance in this scheme. RCL calculates the relative capacity

loss for each path on each available wavelength, and chooses the wavelength

which can minimize the sum of RCL on all the paths. RCL can solve the
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problem that minimizing the total capacity loss sometimes does not lead to

best choice of wavelength. As a result, it outperforms MS scheme. Min-

product and least-loaded are applied in multi-fiber networks. Heuristic of

MP selects a wavelength to minimize the number of fibers being occupied

at a time. Heuristic of LL aims to maximize the residual capacity for the

most-loaded link along a route.

The above schemes are heuristics and the approximate order of increas-

ing performance is LU, RF, MP, FF, MU and LL [14].

1.3.2 Traffic Grooming

In order to use resource efficiently and minimize network cost, it is required

to multiplex or aggregate multiple low-speed data streams onto high-capacity

channels. This technique is called traffic grooming. Different multiplexing

techniques can be used for traffic grooming in different domains of opti-

cal networks [15]. One is Space-division multiplexing (SDM) in which the

different spatial position determines a channel-routing path, e.g. lighting

up additional fibers or deploying additional fibers as needed. Another tra-

ditional approach is Time-division multplexing (TDM). It is a method of

putting multiple data streams in a single channel by separating the channel

into many segments, each having a short time duration. Each individual

data stream is reassembled at the receiving end based on the timing. A third

approach is wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) as introduced earlier.

This approach allows different wavelengths to carry data at different bit rates

and protocol formats. As a result, WDM provides great flexibility to build
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optical networks.

Currently an optical fiber can support over a hundred wavelength chan-

nels each of which can transmit at a speed of over a gigabit per second

(e.g., OC-12, OC-48, OC-192 and etc.) However, the network may transmit

traffic of much lowe rate varying in the range from STS-1 (51.84 Mbps or

lower) to full wavelength capacity. One efficient approach to provide frac-

tional wavelength capacity is to divide a wavelength channel into multiple

time slots and multiplex data streams on the wavelength. This WDM time-

division multiplexing technique is referred to as WDM-TDM and a network

using WDM-TDM is called as WDM grooming network [16]. In such a net-

work, each node can multiplex/demultiplex as many as possible low-rate data

streams onto a wavelength channel and traffic is switched internally at much

finer granularities such as STS-1.

In a WDM grooming network, each node contains a wavelength crosscon-

nect (WXC) to support traffic grooming. The ratio of the wavelength-channel

rate to the lowest traffic rate is known as the grooming ratio.

WDM grooming networks can be classified into two categories [16]: (1)

dedicated-wavelength grooming (DWG) networks and (2) shared-wavelength

grooming (SWG) networks. In a DWG network, pairs of source and desti-

nation nodes are connected by lightpaths onto which traffic flows are multi-

plexed. Once no enough bandwidth of any lightpath is available for a new

connection request, a new lighitpath from the source to the destination has

to be established for the request. This grooming scheme is called single-hop

traffic grooming. On the other hand, in a SWG network, if a new request
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cannot be accommodated by any existing lightpath to the destination, it

would be multiplexed onto a lighitpath to an intermediate node. The con-

nection is then switched from the intermediate node to the destination node

either directly or through other nodes. This scheme is called multi-hop traf-

fic grooming. The performance of a WDM grooming network depends on

the efficient merging of low-speed connection requests to full or almost-full

wavelength requirements.

In a DWG or SWG network, grooming can be either static or dynamic.

In static grooming, the source-and-destination pairs of data streams are pre-

determined. Hence, grooming decision can be made considering the distribu-

tion of connection requests over the network. In dynamic grooming, connec-

tion requests come and depart in a random manner and grooming decision

is done at the time of request arrival.

As the WDM networks grow from SONET ring networks to irregular

WDM mesh networks, an increasing amount of research activities has focused

on traffic-grooming problems.

Grooming in SONET/WDM Rings

SONET/WDM ring is widely used today as the most popular optical net-

work infrastructure. Electronic add-drop multiplexers (ADMs) are used to

add/drop traffic at intermediate nodes to/from the high-speed channels. In a

traditional SONET ring network, nodes are equipped with optical add/drop

multiplexers (OADM) (also referred to as wavelength add/drop multiplexers

(WADM)) as shown in Figure 1.5 (a), it is possible for a node to bypass most
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of wavelength channels optically and only drop the wavelengths carrying the

traffic intended for the node.

If a node has a Digital-Crossconnect (DXC) (as shown in Figure 1.5(b))

installed, it is called a hub node. Traffic from one wavelength/time-slot can

be switched to any other wavelength/time-slot at a hub node. In this case, a

lightpath needs to be terminated by transceivers and its traffic is converted

to electronic form for wavelength/time-slot exchanging.

w0, w1, ? w(n)

Demux Mux

w(n)

w(n-1)

...

w1

w0

w0, w1, ? w(n)

(a)

DXC DXCDXC

Node1 Node3Node2

Local Access Point

Lightpaths bypassing

(b)

Figure 1.5: (a) OADM architecture (b) SONET ring network with hub
nodes

The general traffic-grooming problem has been proven to be NP-complete
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[17][18]. Many research works propose grooming problem in ring network as

a network design and reconfiguration problem with the objective to minimize

the number of ADMs [19][20][21]. In [19] the optimized solution is formu-

lated as an integer linear programming problem (ILP). This is commercially

feasible when the size of a network is small. However, since the computation

complexity increases explosively as the network size increases, it becomes

hard to use on networks of practical size. Some heuristic solutions have been

studied in [18][20][22] giving greedy approaches, approximation approaches,

and simulated annealing approaches to handle the problem in a large net-

work.

Networks with nodes equipped with DXC shown in Figure 1.5(b) have

been proposed in [23][24]. Multi-hop grooming is available in such networks.

The study in [25] makes a comparison of network performance between single-

hop grooming and multi-hop grooming (with one hub node) by simulation.

The results show that when the grooming ratio is large, the multi-hop ap-

proach tends to use fewer ADMs, but when the grooming ratio is small, it is

beneficial to use single-hop approach, and in general, the multi-hop approach

uses more wavelengths than the single-hop approach.

Grooming in Interconnected SONET/WDM Rings

Two SONET ring networks interconnect at one or two interconnected nodes.

The architecture of such a node depends on the availability of hardware.

A typical node is deployed based on optical crossconnect (OXC). In terms

of whether the actual switching is done electrically or optically, OXC can
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be either opaque or all-optical as illustrated in Figure 1.6. In the opaque

configurations, an optical signal is converted into the electrical domain as it

passes through the node. In the all-optical configuration, a signal remains in

the optical domain as it passes by.

O/E/O

O/E/O

O/E/O

O/E/O

O/E/O

O/E/O

O/E/O

O/E/O

O/E/O

O/E/O

O/E/O

O/E/O
Ring A

Ring B Optical Core

Local Add/Drop Ports

(a)

O/E/O

O/E/O

O/E/O

O/E/O

O/E/O

O/E/O

O/E/O

O/E/O

O/E/O

O/E/O

O/E/O

O/E/O
Ring A

Ring B

Local Add/Drop Ports

(b)

Figure 1.6: (a) Opaque optical crossconnect (b) Transparent optical
crossconnect

Grooming in a single-ring network can be good reference and basis for
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study of traffic grooming in interconnected-ring networks. In [26], there

proposes an ILP solution for traffic grooming in a network of single-point-

connected double rings, and a heuristic to handle the problem on network

of practice size. Its objective function is to decrease the network cost mea-

sured by the number of ADMs as most studies of single-ring networks do.

When the number of rings and the number of junction nodes increase in

an interconnected-ring network, the network topology tends to become an

irregular mesh topology.

Grooming in Wavelength-Routed Mesh Networks

Most early research on traffic grooming focused on ring (interconnected) net-

works - the first generation of optical network infrastructure. The limitation

of ring network makes it hard to accommodate the increasing traffic espe-

cially in a long-haul backbone network. As the optical network topologies

evolve from rings to meshes, research on traffic grooming in mesh networks

becomes more and more important.

Compared with ring network, mesh network is easy and efficient to con-

figure for bandwidth provisioning and protection. And its irregular topology

makes it very easy to scale. At present, a little research has focused on groom-

ing in mesh networks. The node architecture shown in Figure 1.7 explains

how traffic grooming is done in a mesh network [27].

Within the part of access station shown in Figure 1.7, there is a groom-

ing fabric (G-Fabric) providing multiplexing, demultiplexing and switching

of high-speed data streams. It can be done by the MPLS/IP router us-
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Figure 1.7: Node architecture of WXC supporting traffic grooming

ing a software-based queueing scheme. A transponder array (TX and RX)

is used to connect the G-Fabric with the wavelength switching fabric (W-

Fabric). The grooming capacity of the WXC is determined by the size of the

transponder array. Moreover, a lightpath is called a groomable lightpath if

it is switched to the G-Fabric at its end nodes.

An ILP formulation is proposed in [28] to optimize two parameters:

number of wavelengths and number of transponders. Since the number of

variables and equations is increased exponentially as network size increases,

this formulation is unmanageable even for a small network. The authors

then describe a heuristic based on Blocking Island (BI) [28] paradigm for

practical use. This kind of problem is a strategic network-design problem.
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Alternatively, in [27], by formulation, it intends to solve the operational

network-design problem: for a given traffic matrix set and network resource,

the formulation is either to maximize the network throughput or to minimize

the connection-blocking probability. In [29], three grooming algorithms are

proposed and their network performance is compared. The blocking probabil-

ity, use of network resource and network throughput have been investigated

as the number of receivers per port/node changes.

1.3.3 Routing on Virtual Topology

The virtual topology of a WDM network is obtained by establishing light-

paths between source and destination nodes and it is the topology that a

traffic flow can make use of. Although a lot of research work has been car-

ried out on wavelength-routed networks, traffic routing on virtual topology

is rarely payed much attention to at present. In [30], the routing problem

on virtual topology is regarded as the known one of routing traffic over a

given topology once the virtual topology design problem, RWA and groom-

ing problem are solved. In [31], the authors propose a dynamic multi-path

routing algorithm and regard additional wavelength adding to an optical fiber

as additional link in the model.

In this thesis, routing on virtual topology will be the main focus. Par-

ticularly, traffic grooming will be taken into account for such routing. In

addition, some traffic characteristic such as traffic lifetime will be considered

in making routing and grooming decision.
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1.4 Contributions of the Thesis

The contributions elaborated throughout the thesis are outlined as follows

[32].

• A traffic routing heuristic algorithm called MURT is presented. This

algorithm deals with the problem of making routing decision in case

that multiple lightpaths exist between two nodes. Particularly, the al-

gorithm considers traffic grooming in making routing decision. The

proposed grooming policy intends to groom traffic flows onto the light-

path with most-used wavelength. Simulation results and evaluation of

the algorithm are carried out, which show that MURT can improve

network performance as compared with OSPF algorithm without con-

sidering traffic grooming in routing.

• Taking into account the effect that long-lived flows bring to network

performance, MURT algorithm is extended to an algorithm called MURT-

LL. With MURT-LL, this effect is examined when a long-lived flow is

detected and corresponding actions are taken by the routing algorithm.

Simulation results show that the extended MURT-LL algorithm can

further improve network performance.

1.5 Structure of the Thesis

The remaining of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 investi-

gates the special situations for routing in virtual topology and introduces
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the MURT algorithm. Some simulation results, which show the performance

improvement by adopting MURT, are also presented. Chapter 3 introduces

some features of long-lived flows and proposes an extension of MURT, called

MURT-LL, to handle long-lived traffic. Supplemental simulation is done as

well. Finally, Chapter 4 concludes the thesis and discusses some issues for

possible further research.



Chapter 2

Routing Based on Grooming

2.1 Introduction

Till now, traffic routing over a physical topology has been extensively studied

with many algorithms existing. In addition, routing on virtual topology has

been thought to be the same as on physical topology if the RWA and the

grooming issues are solved [30]. However, compared with physical topology,

virtual topology introduces some special network situations. As logical links

in a virtual topology, new lightpaths can be established when existing virtual

topology cannot accommodate new connection requests and disconnected

while no traffic is on within a timeout period. As a result, current route

selection can affect the lifetime of a lightpath and consequently the virtual

topology, leading to interfering with service for future connection requests.

Hence, routing in such a network needs to consider the transformation of

the virtual topology after a routing decision, and the effect which the new

24
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virtual topology has on acceptance of future requests. While traditional

routing algorithms such as the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) on physical

topology do not pay attention to effect of special situations brought by virtual

topology, we are interested in this and as well the relationship between traffic

routing and grooming policy.

In this chapter, we propose a scheme of traffic routing considering groom-

ing policy. In this scheme, the usage of wavelength is regarded as an impor-

tant criterion for making grooming and routing decision, since wavelength is

quite lacking compared with the huge bandwidth capacity in a WDM net-

work. With this scheme, in case that multiple lightpaths exist between a

pair of source and destination nodes on the virtual topology, one lightpath

is chosen by taking into account the resulting change of the virtual topology.

2.2 Routing Based on Grooming Policy

2.2.1 Problem Description and Network Model

We consider an IP-over-WDM network, in which, each node contains a wave-

length crossconnect (WXC) to support traffic grooming. A simplified archi-

tecture of such a node is discussed in Chapter 1 and illustrated in Figure

1.7. We assume that each node has unlimited multiplexing/demultiplexing

capability and can multiplex as many as possible low-speed traffic flows to

a lightpath as needed, as long as the lightpath can accommodate the aggre-

gated traffic. Besides, wavelength conversion is not used.
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In this chapter, we assume the network traffic is dynamic, i.e. connection

requests come and depart in a random manner. When a connection request

is originated at a source node, it can be groomed to an existing lightpath.

If no groomable lightpath is available, a new lightpath has to be established

on the physical topology. If there are more than one groomable lightpaths

between the source and destination of the request, a routing decision is made

to choose one lightpath from these multiple groomable lightpaths considering

grooming policy. A lightpath is released when no traffic is on it within a

timeout period.

2.2.2 Routing Based on Grooming Policy

Since a virtual topology is composed of lightpaths - serials of physical fiber

links and nodes, it introduces some special features for a routing algorithm

to consider. It is impractical to establish lightpaths between every pair of

nodes as discussed in the previous chapter. Besides, in a virtual topology as

seen by the traffic routing algorithms, a lightpath is regarded as a logical link

between its end nodes. Since a lightpath is established and released relating

to connection requests, the number of logical links vary between two nodes.

As a result, a logical link is established or released relating to the connection

requests and the number of logical links between two nodes can change from

zero to multiple.

As for a routing algorithm, it is affected by the situations of virtual

topology. The logical links (ligntpath) are circuit connections in nature and

network resource such as wavelength is occupied when a logical link is set
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up. Path chosen by the routing algorithm decides what resource is occupied

or released, which in turn affects the accommodation of future connection

requests. Moreover, establishment of a logical link (ligntpath) is a time-

consuming process compared with packet switching. Therefore, frequent

establishment or release is not preferred. Another problem is that while

many existing routing algorithms can provide suggestion of path selection

for packet switching hop by hop, seldom gives advice on link selection in case

of multiple links between two nodes.

To solve the above problems, routing decision can be made in combina-

tion with wavelength usage constrained by grooming policy. Wavelength of

a fiber link is a very important resource in a WDM optical network. As a

result, different solutions in grooming policy for making use of wavelength

have different impact on network performance.

Figure 2.1 shows two solutions to use wavelength. In this figure, Figure

2.1.(a) is the virtual topology of some physical network composed of 4 OXC

(optical crossconnect) nodes and links each containing 2 wavelengths, w0 and

w1. In addition, three lightpaths, lp1 using w0, lp2 using w0 and lp3 using

w1, are existing on this network. Three requests r1(3, 1, ∗), r2(1, 2, ∗) and

r3(0, 2, ∗) are coming sequentially, where in the triple (s, d, b), s represents the

source, d the destination and b the required bandwidth. r1 can be groomed

on lp1 and r2 can be groomed on either lp2 or lp3 if enough free bandwith on

the lightpath is available. If lp3 is chosen for r2 and w1 is occupied, before

the traffic of r1 or r2 finishes and resource on lp1 or lp3 is released, it is

not possible to setup a lightpath between 〈0, 2〉 for r3 without wavelength
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Figure 2.1: Illustrative Example of Grooming Policy to Make Use of
Wavelength for WDM Mesh Networks (a) Virtual topology of three
lightpath lp1, lp2 and lp3. (b) If lp3 is assigned for r2, before r1 or
r2 finishes transmission and the lightpath is released, no resource is
available to setup a lightpath connecting 〈0, 2〉 for r3. (c) If lp2 is assigned
for r2, after existing traffic leaves lp3 and lp3 is torn down, new lightpath
of 〈0, 2〉 can be setup for r3

conversion (illustrated in Figure 2.1.(b)), where 〈s, d〉 denotes a light path

starting at s and ending at d. But if lp2 is selected for r2, after existing traffic

on lp3 is transmitted over and resource is released, new lightpath connecting

〈0, 2〉 can be setup successfully and r3 will not be blocked (illustrated in

Figure 2.1.(c)). This example shows that if we can increase the utilization
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of used wavelengths, say, grooming on lightpath of w0 in this case, other

wavelengths (w1) can be “saved” for future use for new connection requests.

In a WDM mesh network where transponders are enough and wave-

length is relatively scarce, wavelength occupancy (WO) can be a constraint

for grooming policies apart from hop count and other resource utilizations

[27]. Here, the wavelength occupancy of wi is defined to be the ratio of the

number of lightpaths using wi and the total number of lightpaths. From Fig-

ure 2.1 and its discussion above, we have seen an example of how wavelength

occupancy can affect grooming in WDM mesh networks. In this example, the

idea is similar to the Most-Used wavelength assignment algorithm mentioned

in [33] for RWA on the physical topology.

In physical topology, optimal use of wavelength is preferable and can

produce good performance in terms of connection-blocking probability. This

has been demonstrated by many wavelength assignment (WA) algorithms

which include: random-fit (RF), first-fit (FF), least-used (LU), most-used

(MU), min-product (MP), least-loaded (LL), max-sum (MS) and relative

capacity loss (RCL) [34].

In the following, we propose to extend the idea of optimizing wavelength

usage to grooming policy. For this, we define the utilization of a wavelength

in a network as the ratio of the sum of occupied wavelengths on each fiber link

and the sum of total number of wavelengths on each fiber link. When a set of

multiple groomable lightpaths exist between one pair of nodes, the proposed

grooming policy sorts these lightpaths by the order of wavelength occupancy

of each wavelength occupied by lightpaths in the set, i.e. most-used order.
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This most-used policy means to compress the usage of lightpaths by packing

the usage of wavelengths and conserve the spare capacity of lightpaths with

less-used wavelengths.

Since grooming policy affects path selection, routing decision can be

made as a result of combined consideration of both traffic routing algorithm

and grooming policy on the virtual topology in WDM mesh networks. In vir-

tual topology, the routing algorithm can choose a logical link from multiple

logical links between a node pair based on the grooming policy. When the

number of wavelength on each fiber link is the main constraint on physical

topology, grooming policy selects a lightpath adapting to wavelength occu-

pancy. As a result, routing decision is affected by wavelength occupancy as

well. In particular, the following is the description of the proposed heuristic

grooming policy and the corresponding routing scheme.

Grooming policy heuristic:

1. When a connection request comes, find on the virtual topology the set

of existing lightpaths with the same source and destination pair as the

request.

2. Sort this set of lightpaths by the non-increasing order of utilization of

each wavelength over the network, i.e. most-used first.

3. Select the first lightpath with enough spare capacity from the lightpath

set sorted in Step 2 and groom traffic to this lightpath.

4. If this grooming policy cannot decide a unique lightpath for the request,

use OSPF to select a groomable lightpath.
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For traffic routing, OSPF is used for information broadcasting and the

result of the grooming policy is referred for path selection. The routing

algorithm works as follows:

1. When a connection request arrives, try to select a lightpath for the

request using the grooming policy described above.

2. If existing lightpaths cannot accommodate this connection request,

RWA is applied to establish a new lightpath on the physical topology

according to the bandwidth requirement of the request.

3. If the setup fails, block this request; otherwise, go to the next step.

4. Switch and possibly groom traffic sessions on the selected lightpath and

begin data transfer.

5. A lightpath is torn down when no traffic is on within a timeout period.

2.3 Simulation Study

2.3.1 Simulation Scenario

The performance of the proposed scheme, which is routing with regard to

most-used grooming policy (MURT), is evaluated by simulation. In the sim-

ulated network, the MURT scheme is applied at each node. A comparison

is made between the proposed MURT scheme and OSPF routing without
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considering grooming. As shown in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3, the two sim-

ulated physical wavelength-routed networks, Network 1 and Network 2, are

composed of 10 nodes and 16 nodes respectively, and their topologies and

arcs are generated randomly. Between each pair of adjacent nodes, there is

one bi-directional link of capacity of 30 bandwidth units on both networks.

The number of wavelengths in each link of the two networks is 12.

3
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Figure 2.2: Example Network 1: Network of 10 Nodes

We assume in the simulation that the 〈source, destination〉 pairs of de-

mands are chosen randomly. The traffic flows obey an on-off traffic model in

the system which are modelled by a Poisson arrival with mean session arrival

rate λ and the holding time of each session has an exponential distribution

with mean traffic session service/holding time µ−1. In addition, the packet
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Figure 2.3: Example Network 2: Network of 16 Nodes

arrival in each traffic session is also exponentially distributed. Some other

assumptions are as follows:

• The routing algorithm implemented for RWA on the physical network

is Exhausted Routing algorithm (least-congested-path [35])

• Random-fit wavelength assignment algorithm is used for RWA on the

physical network [34].

We set up our simulation using Network Simulator 2 with the help of a

third-party package: OWNS [36] for a wavelength-routed platform.
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2.3.2 Result Analysis

Figures 2.4 - 2.9 compare the performance of MURT and traffic routing

without considering the effect of grooming policy (OSPF). In Figures 2.4 and

2.5, it can be observed that when traffic load is low, blocking probabilities of

these two schemes are similar because generally only one lightpath (logical

link) is needed between each pair of nodes. In this case, optimizing the

usage of wavelength shows little effect. However, as traffic load increases,

MURT performs better than OSPF. This is reasonable because MURT selects

lightpaths with most-used wavelength for grooming, leading to grooming

traffic flows into fewer lightpaths. As a result, more lightpaths with less-

used wavelengths can be released more quickly and these wavelengths are

then free to be used to establish new lightpaths on the physical topology. In

addition, since MURT conserves the spare capacity of lightpaths with less-

used wavelengths, more traffic flows may be groomed into existing lightpaths

instead of establishing new lightpaths.

Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7 illustrate the relationship between each session

traffic load and average wavelength utilization defined as the number of busy

wavelengths over the number of all wavelengths. Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9

are the link utilization property. The results show that scheme MURT has

higher average wavelength utilization and link utilization. That is to say,

under the same network conditions and traffic scenario, scheme MURT uses

more wavelengths and links than the other scheme. As traffic load becomes

heavier, the difference remains noticeable. This indicates that the proposed

scheme can provide better performance on wavelength utilization and link
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Figure 2.4: Blocking probability for Network 1
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Figure 2.5: Blocking probability for Network 2
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Figure 2.6: Wavelength Utilization for Network 1
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Figure 2.7: Wavelength Utilization for Network 2
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Figure 2.8: Link Utilization for Network 1
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utilization when traffic load is high. This is understandable as a result of

lower blocking probability. Since under the same condition, less connection

requests are refused, more are accepted and use more wavelength and link

bandwidth with the MURT grooming-combined routing algorithm.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we present a routing algorithm considering grooming policy

on virtual topology for wavelength-routed networks. In this routing algo-

rithm, we take into account the effect that a grooming policy has on virtual

topology, and how present path selection interferes with future connection

requests. We evaluate the proposed algorithm by comparting it with a rout-

ing scheme that does not take grooming policies into account. Simulation

results show that the proposed algorithm can help to make choice from mul-

tiple links. Furthermore, compared with just treating routing and grooming

as unrelated matters, it reduces blocking probability and enhance bandwidth

utilization of the network.



Chapter 3

Optimization for Long-Lived

Traffic

3.1 Introduction

A traffic flow (or in short a flow) is defined as a bi-directional traffic stream.

It is partitioned based on various temporal and spatial conditions, i.e. a flow

specification and a timeout period, as observed at edge points in a network.

A flow is active if the following requirements are met.

• Its packets meet the flow specification. For example, a flow may con-

sist of all packets routing between the same 〈source, destination〉 pair,

or,between the same AS pair, or, CIDR block. The aggregate granu-

larity can be dynamic as the result of the tradeoff between the number

of flow states that are needed for flow classification in the network and

39
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the levels of service difference between traffic groups. In general, the

coarser the granularity is, the less service levels are applied to different

traffic.

• The arrival interval between packets is less than a specified timeout

value.

In Figure 3.1, a timeout-based flow model is illustrated. The upper part

of the figure shows how timeout can separate observed packets to flows. The

lower part of the figure gives an example of multiple independent flows that

are active simultaneously. This flow model got in-depth study in [37].

Flows can be classified as short-lived and long-lived. A flow is a long-

lived one if the number of packets arriving on the flow reaches a threshold

packet count, or the length of time that a flow is active triggers a timer to

timeout. Otherwise, it is considered to be short-lived [37].

A lot of studies give mathematical analyses or heuristics to prove that

establishing dedicated connections (shortcuts) for long-lived flows can im-

prove network performance [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43]. This is obtained by

reducing packet forwarding cost on the intermediate routers and making use

of quality-of-service features in the switching hardware. In addition, estab-

lishing shortcuts to long-lived flows can help to balance network load by

directing the shortcuts to underutilized links. Research on traffic charac-

teristics shows that the ’long-lived’ flows just occupy a very small ratio of

all the traffic flows in Internet, while they account for a high proportion of

packets (bytes) on a link [37] [44] [45]. Especially in a scenario described

in [45], about 1.5% of the observed streams were long-running / long-lived
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Flow Timeout

Check Points

Flow Starts Flow Stops Timeout
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Single Flow:

Multiple Flows:

Flow Start Times

Flow End Times

Packet
Observed

Flow Duration

Figure 3.1: Timeout-Based Flow Model

and 70% of the streams were very-short / short-lived, while up to 50% of

all bytes were in the long-running streams. The results in [44] exhibit that

optimizing just the longest 5% of the flows can benefit more than 30% of all

the packets. And this trend still exists after several levels of aggregation [38].

Viewing these, we propose to conduct grooming and routing considering by

taking into account this traffic characteristic. Since distinguishing traffic by
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its duration is relatively simple and easy to operate, without carrying much

control information and complex computation, this characteristic of traffic

flows can be used to improve network performance especially when traffic

load is heavy.

Extending the research introduced in the previous chapter, optimization

for long-lived traffic is considered in this chapter.

3.2 Optimization for Long-Lived Traffic

3.2.1 Problem Description

When a long-lived connection is groomed to a lightpath, this lightpath is

active for at least a time as long as the lifetime of this long-lived connection.

The active duration maybe even longer if new connection requests arrive

before the transmission of the long-lived one is finished. This is shown in

Figure 3.1.

Time t

Lightpath a

Figure 3.2: Active Lightpath. A lightpath is kept active after transmis-
sion of a long-lived lightpath if new request arrives before the end of
transmission of the long-lived one.

A lightpath is active if either connection on it is under transmission.
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Hence, there is much larger probability for a new arriving connection request

to choose this lightpath than to require to establish a new one. As discussed

in the previous chapter, it is beneficial for network performance if traffic

requests choose to groom to the lightpath occupying the wavelength with

largest wavelength occupancy (WO) among all available lightpaths. More-

over, a lighitpath with smaller wavelength occupancy should be released as

soon as possible.

When a long-lived traffic request activates a lighitpath for a long time,

the resource occupied by the lightipath is hold for a long time as well, no

matter whether the situation obeys the optimization grooming policy men-

tioned in Chapter 2. Then there is a possibility that during the processing of

long-lived connection transmission, the network status has changed and the

lightpath with this connection is no more the one with the largest wavelength

occupancy among its parallel lightpaths. In addition, since this lighitpath

is active for a long time, there is more change for it to be active longer

than lightpaths without a long-lived connection. As a result, there are more

chances that less optimized resource is occupied longer. This situation can

be illustrated by Figure 3.2.

In Figure 3.2.(a), a lightpath is established for a group of groomed traffic

flows. Since there is a long-lived flow, new arriving flows can also use this

lightpath if they come before the end of the long-lived flow and there is

enough bandwidth. Although there is a possibility that this lightpath is not

an optimized one for the traffic between the source and destination nodes,

the long-lived flow helps to activate the lightpath for a long period. As shown
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Time t

Tunnel of

Lightpath a

Tunel of
Lightpath b

Tunnel of
Lightpath c

Time t

(a) Resource on lightpath a is
occupied longer as new request

arrive before a long-lived traffic
finishes

(b Resource on lightpath b is

released as traffic finish and new
lighitpath is established for new

arriving request

Node
A

Node
B

Node
A

Node
B

Traffic

Flow:

Figure 3.3: Active Lightpath. A lightpath is still active after trans-
mission of a long-lived lightpath if a new request arrives before the
transmission of the long-lived one.

in Figure 3.2.(b), there is no long-lived flow but short-lived ones. In case that

lightpath b is not optimized for transmission between node A and B, it can

be release some time after the transmission of the last flow is finished, and

a new lightpath c is established for new flows, which can optimize resource

usage for the new arriving flows.
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The key point of this problem is that, a long-live traffic flow can affect the

network performance greatly. If the effect is positive, it should be protected

and last. On the other hand, if the effect is negative, it should be ameliorated

as much as possible.

3.2.2 Separating Short-Lived and Long-Lived Traffic

Although traffic flows are aggregated (or groomed) in the network model

through WXC, the property that the majority of packets belong to long-

lived flows still persists. In a wavelength-routed network, an aggregated flow

on a lightpath can be identified as long-lived or short-lived by its lifetime. In

WXC at each node of the network, a timer is implemented as a flow meter to

classify flows into short-lived and long-lived ones. When a flow is originated

at a source node, a timer is initiated for it. Once a timer counts a timeout

value, the flow is marked as a long-lived one. Another way is to set a byte

or packet counter, to keep track of the number of bytes or packets that have

arrived on each flow. When the accumulated size of the flow has exceeded

some threshold, the flow is classified as a long-lived one [38].

3.2.3 Solution for Optimization

In the previous chapter, a grooming policy and a routing algorithm are pro-

posed. In this chapter, they are extended to consider traffic lifetime. The

main idea of algorithms introduced in the previous chapter is to optimize the

use of resource such as wavelength on each fiber link. Since long-lived traffic
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flows contribute a large ratio of packets, and they occupy lightpaths for a long

time compared with short-lived flows, the use of resource for long-lived flows

can affect network performance much more. Therefore, optimizing resource

usage for long-lived traffic is significant.

For the grooming policy, the aim is to aggregate flows to a lightpath

with the most-used wavelength. If no other lightpath occupied a wavelength

of smaller wavelength occupancy (WO) than one lightpath did, this lightpath

is called optimized. Since a lightpath has a very broad bandwidth compared

with single traffic flow, it is assumed in our research that a flow would not

be split to run on multiple lightipaths. As the link state of networks varies

from time to time, an optimized lightpath for a flow always becomes not

optimized after operation for some time. This situation is even more notable

for flows of long lifetime, which brings influence on network performance. In

our research, this problem is solved by checking whether the lightpath is still

optimized for a flow once it is flagged as a long-lived flow. If the lighipath

is not optimized, i.e. another lightpath with more-used wavelength exists

or a new lightpath with more-used wavelength could be established on the

physical topology, the lightpath is locked so that no new flow can be groomed

into this lighpath. In this way, this lightpath could be released as soon as

the transmission is over and resource on the lightpath can be set free as soon

as possible. In particular, the following is the description of the proposed

heuristic grooming policy and routing scheme.

Grooming policy heuristic:

1. Groom a traffic flow to a lightpath (if available) by the grooming policy
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defined in Chapter 2.

2. Startup a packet counter for each traffic flow to track accumulated

number of packets of this flow.

3. If a counter triggers to detect a long-lived flow, check whether this flow

was occupying the optimized resource as described in Step 4 and Step

5. If the result is positive, no additional action is done, otherwise, go

to Step 6.

4. Let WOi represent wavelength occupancy of each wavelength i occupied

by a set of lightpaths between the same source and destination nodes,

and n is the total number of lightpath in this set. Let WOlong represent

the WO of the wavelength occupied by the lightpath on which a long-

lived traffic transmits. For any WOi where 0 ≤ i < n, if there exists an i

satisfying WOi > WOlong, then the lightpath on which this long-lived

traffic flow transmits is regarded as not optimized for the long-lived

flow.

5. Test whether a new lightpath with a wavelength of WOi, where WOi >

WOlong, can be established directly on the physical topology. If the

result is true, the resource for this long-lived flow is also thought as not

optimized.

6. Lock the lightpath bearing the long-live traffic. Thus, no new connec-

tion request can use this lightpath unless no other resource is available

for the new request.
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For traffic routing, OSPF is used for information broadcasting and the

result of the grooming policy is referred for path selection. The routing

algorithm works as follows:

1. When a connection request arrives, try to select a lightpath for the

traffic using the grooming policy described above.

2. If existing lightpaths cannot accommodate this connection request,

RWA is applied to establish a new lightpath on the physical topology

according to the bandwidth requirement of the request.

3. If the setup fails, refuse this request; otherwise, go to the next step.

4. Switch and possibly groom traffic on the selected lightpath and begin

data transfer.

5. A lightpath is torn down when no traffic is on within a timeout period.

3.3 Simulation Study

3.3.1 Simulation Scenario

The performance of the proposed scheme, which is an extending version of the

routing algorithm - MURT described in Chapter 2, is evaluated by simulation.

The name is abbreviated as MURT-LL in this chapter. In the simulated net-

work, the MURT-LL scheme is applied at each node. A comparison is made

between the proposed MURT-LL scheme and the MURT scheme discussed
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in Chapter 2. The simulation settings are similar to what have been used for

investigating the performance of MURT in Chapter 2. Particularly, as shown

in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5, the two simulated physical wavelength-routed

networks, Network 1 and Network 2, are composed of 10 nodes and 16 nodes

respectively, and their topologies and arcs are generated randomly. Between

each pair of adjacent nodes, there is one bi-directional link of capacity of 30

bandwidth units on both networks. The number of wavelengths in each link

of the two networks is 12.

3

7

2
6

15
9

0

4

8

Figure 3.4: Example Network 1: Network of 10 Nodes

We assume in the simulation that the 〈source, destination〉 pairs of de-

mands are chosen randomly. The traffic flows obey an on-off traffic model in

the system which are modelled by a Poisson arrival with mean session arrival
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Figure 3.5: Example Network 2: Network of 16 Nodes

rate λ and the holding time of each session has an exponential distribution

with mean traffic session service/holding time µ−1. In addition, the packet

arrival in each traffic session is also exponentially distributed. Some other

assumptions are as follows:

• The routing algorithm implemented for RWA on the physical network

is Exhausted Routing algorithm (least-congested-path [35])

• Random-fit wavelength assignment algorithm is used for RWA on the

physical network [34].

We set up our simulation using Network Simulator 2 with the help of

a third-party package: OWNS [36] for a wavelength-routed platform.
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3.3.2 Result Analysis

Figures 3.6 - 3.11 compare the performance of MURT-LL with MURT. In

Figure 3.6 and 3.7, it can be observed that when traffic load is low, block-

ing probability of the two schemes are similar because generally only one

lightpath (logical link) is needed between each node pair. In this case, op-

timizing resource usage for long-lived traffic shows little effect. However, as

traffic load increases, MURT-LL performs better than MURT, which coin-

cides with our discussion. Because in MURT-LL, when a long-lived traffic

flow is detected, the effect of resource usage for a long-lived traffic flow is eval-

uated. If the effect is thought to be inadequate for network performance, the

MURT-LL scheme helps to release the corresponding resource as soon as pos-

sible without affecting accommodation of new arriving connection requests.

As a result, optimized resource usage can be protected and maintained and

dissatisfactory usage can be ameliorated as much as possible. By simulation,

this policy is proved to be beneficial to decrease blocking probability.

Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 illustrate the relationship between each session

traffic load and average wavelength utilization defined as the number of busy

wavelengths over the number of all wavelengths. Figure 3.10 and Figure

3.11 are the link utilization property. The results show that scheme MURT-

LL has higher average wavelength utilization and link utilization. This is

to say, under the same network conditions and traffic scenario, MURT-LL

uses more wavelengths and links than the other scheme. As traffic load

becomes heavier, the difference remains noticeable. These figures indicate

that MURT-LL can provide good performance on wavelength utilization and
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link utilization when traffic load is high. This is understandable as a result of

lower blocking probability. Since under the same conditions, with MURT-LL,

less connection requests are refused, more are accepted and more wavelength

and link bandwidth are occupied.

Figures 3.6 - 3.11 also compare the performance of MURT-LL with the

OSPF scheme that does not take into account either grooming or the lifetime

of traffic. As can be seen from these figures, the distance between the curves

of MURT-LL and OSPF becomes quite obvious as traffic load increases. The

improvement of MURT-LL on blocking probability over the OSPF scheme

can be as high as 10% in our simulation environment. Also as can be observed

from these figures, the trend of this improvement is that the heavier the load,

the more the improvement. With this trend, we believe when the load is

higher, the improvement can be higher than 10%.
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Figure 3.6: Blocking probability for Network 1
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Figure 3.7: Blocking probability for Network 2
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Figure 3.8: Wavelength Utilization for Network 1
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Figure 3.9: Wavelength Utilization for Network 2
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Figure 3.11: Link Utilization for Network 2

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we improve the MURT scheme introduced in Chapter 2 by

considering the effect of long-lived traffic on network performance. In this

new routing algorithm, called MURT-LL, long-lived traffic flow is detected

by counting the total number of packets belonging to the flow. The effect

of resource usage is evaluated and actions are taken based on the results.

Simulation results show that the MURT-LL algorithm can further help to

reduce blocking probability and enhance bandwidth utilization of the network

as well. In general, the improvement can be as high as 10% as compared with

the normal OSPF scheme that does not consider either grooming or traffic

lifetime for routing over virtual topology.



Chapter 4

Conclusions and Further

Research

4.1 Conclusions

Optical networks are implemented worldwidely to accommodate the increas-

ing traffic load and various traffic patterns. Wavelength division multiplexing

(WDM) receives great research focus especially because of its flexible and ef-

ficient exploiture of the huge bandwidth capacity inherent in optical fibers.

Some key techniques of WDM networks arise recently such as virtual topology

design, grooming policy and routing algorithm and wavelength assignment

(RWA). These problems have been studied extensively. For example, traffic

routing is a classical problem and many algorithms exist for it. However, the

specialty of traffic routing on virtual topology of a WDM network and the

combined consideration of routing and grooming policy have not received

56
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much attention as the above three problems. This problem has been the

focus of this thesis.

The thesis begins with a background study of WDM networks, including

the construction of WDM networks and the integration strategies for IP over

WDM. Then, a literature review of basic function blocks of WDM networks

is made. RWA, grooming and traffic routing are partitioned into subprob-

lems and discussed respectively. In particular, node architecture of WXC

supporting traffic grooming is introduced to illustrate that multiple traffic

flows with the same source and destination can be groomed to an existing

lightpath.

A routing algorithm considering grooming policy, called MURT, is pro-

posed in Chapter 2. This algorithm takes into account the special situations

for routing on virtual topology, which is such routing needs to choose a logical

link from possibly multiple logical links between end nodes of them. Since

a lightpath is established dynamically, current selection of routing path can

affect the accommodation of future connection requests greatly. MURT is

proposed as a heuristic solution, which chooses the lightpath with the most

wavelength occupancy. By simulation, the performance of MURT is investi-

gated. The results show that by considering wavelength occupancy in routing

algorithm and combining routing with grooming policy, network performance

expressed as blocking probability, wavelength utilization and link utilization

can be improved.

In Chapter 3, an algorithm called MURT-LL extending MURT is pro-

posed and investigated. In the MURT-LL, the lifetime characteristic of traffic
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is considered. Particularly, in this algorithm, the effect of a long-lived connec-

tion affects network resource redistribution is used. If the effect is positive,

it is protected; if the effect is negative, it is ameliorated as much as possible.

Simulation results show that the actions taken in MURT-LL specially for

long-lived traffic can further benefit network performance.

4.2 Further Research

While the MURT and MURT-LL solutions have shown to be able to improve

network performance over existing OSFP routing solution, they may suffer

from scalability limitations. System scalability is limited by the calculation

of wavelength occupancy. The calculation of wavelength occupancy for each

wavelength is pushed to source nodes and its complexity increases as the

number of nodes and the number of wavelengths on each fiber link increase.

In addition, in distributed-control networks, collection of information about

wavelength occupancy is time-consuming and the information may be out of

date as compared with central-control networks. For these, further research

may be conducted to improve the scalability of the proposed schemes.

In the work presented in this thesis, wavelength utilization obeying the

wavelength continuous constraint is assumed. This constraint simplifies the

situations discussed in the thesis. However, wavelength converters may be

used in practice although they increase network cost. Wavelength converters

make the network model become much more complex than that discussed

in the thesis. Thus, traffic routing on grooming policy and optimization of
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long-lived traffic flows in such a network situation needs further research.

Another remaining problem is that, for a traffic flow, only single-path

routing is considered in the thesis. This is because a traffic connection is the

least unit to be groomed on a lightpath and cannot be divided into several

lower speed connections and routed separately from the source to the desti-

nation. In addition, the data traffic on a connection request should always

follow the same route. Nevertheless, a lot of research activities have been

conducted in the literature focusing on multiple routing and some interest-

ing results have been reported. Hence, the study of multi-path grooming can

be potentially a challenging research topic.
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